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REAR-WHEEL OR
MID-WHEEL DRIVE

Sit,
stand,
lie
Swiss

Viva Grand S
Your multi-position power wheelchair for greater freedom and
mobility day-to-day – standing
or sitting, indoors or out, with
rear-wheel or mid-wheel drive.

There’s no replacement for direct contact with you. Whether
it’s at trade shows, in rehab centres or during direct consulting. Encounters with people provide us with inspiration and
motivation to produce an ever better power wheelchair. We’ve
been working in the rehabilitation market for more than 50
years, constantly sharing ideas and experience in a network of
customers, specialist dealers, therapists and doctors. This is
important input that takes our team forward.
Speaking of team: We are a colourful bunch with a whole lot of
ideas and knowledge. Bringing together a great deal of experience and understanding, technical expertise and solid craftsmanship. Intensive exchange with one another combined with
the will to optimise products are what make the difference.
This describes our manufacturing mindset, which is reflected in
the quality of our products and in the many solution details.
Do you have an impossible problem?
Then tell us about it!

We have been building power
wheelchairs since 1965, constantly consulting
with you in the process. That’s why the
proven Swiss Viva Grand S is now available
with mid-wheel drive.
REACH MORE
Whether you’re shopping, cooking, at a window or simply talking to people
who are standing, the Swiss Viva Grand S standing power wheelchair
enables you to reach more. Its dynamic knee pads allow you to stand effortlessly with spring-loaded action so that you can literally reach further, giving
you more independence day-to-day.

THERAPEUTIC BENEFITS
As well as making your everyday life easier, the standing wheelchair also
helps to maintain and improve your general state of health. There’s the
training effect for your cardiovascular system, greater breathing volume,
maintaining joint mobility and preventing contractures, and much more.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
Programmable standing curves and biodynamic components enable you
to stand up in a way that suits your needs. All the key elements like the
headrest, leg rests and seat angle move with you and follow your body with
every movement. This allows you to move into an almost perfect standing
position, as well as an ergonomic sitting or lying position. What’s more, we
use the modular design and many customizing options to tailor the Swiss
Viva Grand S power wheelchair to suit you perfectly.

TAKING YOU EVERYWHERE
Smooth sailing, indoors and out: With powerful motors and independent
suspension, the Swiss Viva Grand S power wheelchair carries you over
tough outdoor terrain. And the standing power wheelchair also enables
you to manoeuvre easily indoors – in your home, at work or while shopping. Modern steering elements, compact dimensions and mechanical
components perfected with years of experience give you agility and lend
the Swiss Viva Grand S real precision handling.

REAR-WHEEL DRIVE OR MID-WHEEL DRIVE
Our customers have spoken: Following many requests, the
Swiss Viva Grand S is now available as mid-wheel drive.
This means that the power wheelchair is now even more
agile and better over tough terrain. The ideal driving gear
for tight corners, steep slopes or high door sills. Plus, you
sit lower – and right up to tables.
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Swiss

Viva Grand S

VERTICAL STANDING (88°)

REAR-WHEEL OR MID-WHEEL DRIVE

SIT, STAND, LIE
Multi-position functions and programmable
standing curves for physiological standing,
ergonomic sitting

MID-WHEEL DRIVE
Smaller turning radius for greater agility
Greater all-terrain capability that allows you
to overcome obstacles more easily
COMFORT POSITION (SITTING)

Lower seat height

BIODYNAMIC POSITIONING PACKAGE
adapts to you – in every position and on the
way there

STANDING FUNCTION
directly from a lying or sitting position

DYNAMIC KNEE PADS
INCLINED STANDING (APPROX. 67°)

reduce pressure on the lower legs and
optimise the process of standing up

ELECTRIC FRONT CASTER LOCK
for greater stability and that critical extra
centimetre less when you need it

CLEVER SOLUTION DETAILS
LYING / STANDING

Many options and customisable features

SKS REHAB AG
Im Wyden
CH-8762 Schwanden
www.sks-rehab.com
sks@sks-rehab.com
+41 55 647 35 85
+49 911 988 12 112

